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%e point out the importance of properly separating the electromagnetic and "direct" contributions to /-
particle exclusive decay modes before a meaningful comparison with theoretical predictions can be made. This
is illustrated using the decays J//~pm and J/Q~ KK~(892), with particular attention to tests of the SU(3)
properties of J/Q. An experiment is suggested to observe the effects of electromagnetic interference in
e+e cpm just below the J/Q mass, and its implications are discussed.

It has been widely recognized, ever since the
discovery of the it) particles, that the branching
ratio for the process 4-y-hadrons is much

larger than could be naively expected, simply be-
cause the direct hadronic decays of the P parti-
cles Rre suppressed. ' The theoretical estimate
for J/$(3095) (which we hereafter abbreviate as g),

I"(g-y-hadrons=B(&s =3 GeV) x I'(g-p'p )

—12 ke7',

together with the observed total width I „,(P) = 69
keV, leads to R branching ratio

I"(g -y- hadrons)+ I'(P - lepton pair)
I'...(i()

i.e. , only 6870 of the observed P width is due to
di,eeet decay into hadrons. Similarly large elec-
tromagnetic effects are expected for individual
exclusive decay channels; these effects should be
extracted from the raw experimental numbers for
pRrtlR1 widths before R meaningful compar lson can
be made with theoretical models for P decays. We
demonstrate this by first considering the decay

pz For t.his and other sllYlple two-body de-
cays, we expect an interesting complication" . The
direct and electromagnetic decay amplitudes
should maintain their definite phase relation and

yield a sizable interference effect.
The decay of g(3095) to pz through an interrne-

diate photon is described by the amplitude

G, (P-pv) =g„,m~ 'G„„(m„').

We estimate Q„„using vector-meson dominance;
the largest contribution comes from an interme-
diate Qp~

G„„(s)=g„„(s—m„') 'g„,.
The photon-vector-meson couplings are extracted
directly from lepton-pair decay widths:

g„„=3&'m~'I'(V-e'e ).
We take g„„=I6 GeV"' as determined from m de-

cays; n= e'/4z=, —,', is the fine-structure constant.
[As a check of the validity of Eq. (2) for s»m ',
we have calculated the cross section for the pro-
cess e+ e p'g m' for s = 4 GeV'. We find a value
of approximately I nb, comparable to the experi-
mental result, =2 nb, given by the Adone yy
group. ] Equation (1) then gives'

~G, (g-pv)
~

=0.6 &10 'GeV '. (4)

The it}-pm width is calculated from the effective
interaction

~G. +G„,~=(1.9+0.4) x 10-' GeV-',

while ~G. ~=0.6X10-'Gev-'. We must nowdistm
guish two cases for real coupling constants, '
namely

Case (a) yields ~G«, ~=(1.3~0.4) &&10 'GeV '.
In the absence of electromagnetic effects, this
would coxxespond to a width for direct it} —pm de-
cay of 0.4 ke7, less than half the observed partial
width. In case (b), we find

~
G~„~ = (2.5+ 0.4) x 10 '

GeV '.
Here we have, then, a clear instance of large

electromagnetic interference effects in an exclu-
sive decay mode of it. The importance of properly
isolating the nonelectromagnetic part of decay
widths befoxe comparing them with the predictions

G.«=G. (0 pz)+-G„,(tt Ov), -
which gives

I'(P- pz) = G„,'X'~'(m, ', m, ', m, ')/32zm„',

with the usual definition of the kinematical func-
tion X(z, y, z) = (x —y —z)' —4yz. Experimentally, '
I'(g-pw) =0.9+0.4 keV, so that
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of theoretical models for direct decays is thus
apparent. This point seems to have been consis-
tently overlooked until now.

Such interference phenomena may be more di-
rectly relevant to the interpretation of data. Con-
sider, for instance, the evidence bearing on the
SU(3) character of the g. None of the two-body or
quasi-two-body decay modes forbidden to an
SU(3)-singlet state have been observed, while the
a.llowed modes pv, KK*(892), and K*(892)K*(1420)
have been identified. ' These results would seem to
indicate that the g is an SU(3) singlet. However,
it has been claimed that this assignment is
rendered doubtful by the fact that the further pre-
diction for an SU(3) singlet g,

F(4 —pv) 3

r(q-KK+(892)) ' '

was badly violated. ' We wish to point out that
electromagnetic interference is very likely pres-
ent in these decays and should be separately con-
sidered.

If the /(3095) is an SU(3) singlet, the following
relations hold between direct-decay coupling con-
stants:

G«, =-G«,(g- pv) =G«,(g-K*'K ) =G«,(4-K* K ) ~

Further, using the well-known results of Okubo, '
we obtain relations between electromagnetic am-
plitudes, assuming similar off-shell behaviors,
as follows:

G, -=G, (g-pv) =G, (P-K*'K )

= ——,'G, (y-K*'Ko).

Effective coupling constants for P -E*Ecan be
extracted using

G,f,'(g -K"'K ) =G„f (p-K* K')

=48vm, 'V'"(I,', mr ~', m„')

and the same relation for G,«'(P»K*'K'). Using
data from Ref. 4, we readily find, from Eq. (8),

i
G,«(g-K*'K )

i

= (1.3+ .3) x 10 ' GeV ', (9)

)G,gf(tp K* K )~-—(1.1+.2}x 10 Gev '. {10)

(We consider effective coupling constants rather
tha. n partial widths in order to make the obvious
correction for mass differences in kinematic and
phase-space factors. )

We first notice that ~G,«(g- pv)
~

&~G„,(g-K*'K') ~, which, in view of Eqs. (6) and
('I) and the definition G,«(g —pv) = G«, + G, , yields
immediately Gd„G, &0. This corresponds to

G,«(g -o v) = G,«(g K-*'K ), (13)

which does not require the detailed separation of
direct and electromagnetic amplitudes in order to
be tested. One must expect corrections to the
above relations to be at most of order 15/o» the
typical level of SU(3) symmetry violation in strong
interactions.

Equations (11) and (12) allow us to extract values
for G«, and G, from the observed effective cou-
pling constants. Because of ambiguities in the
signs of G,«(g- pv) and G,«(g-K*'K'), we are
led to the following possibilities:

G, =e(0.3 + 0.2) && 10 ' GeV '

or ~ (1.0 ~ 0.2) && 10 ' GeV-'

and» correspondingly»

G«, =~(1.8+0.3) x 10-' Gev-'

or y (Q.9+ 0.3) x IQ GeV

These numbers are consistent with our previous
estimate for these quantities, based only on P- pn
and a vector-meson-dominance pole model for
G, [case (a)]. Equation (13), on the other hand,
does not seem especially well satisfied by pres-
ently available data. However, one should be
careful not to draw premature conclusions from
this, in view of the large experimental uncertain-
ties associated with these quantities: The mea-
surement of g-E*K is made particularly difficult
by the problem of identifying high-momentum
charged kaons in the SPEAR detector. " It is
clear that much more accurate data will be neces-
sary in order to make a meaningful test of Eq.
(13).

We conclude, therefore, that sizable electro-
magnetic interference effects are very likely pres-
ent in these decays. Our primary concern is to
emphasize that such effects may produce large
apparent violations of SU(3) symmetry. Experi-
menters should recognize and subtract such con-
tributions; we have given above a prescription
for doing this. However, one should ask whether
there is a more direct way of isolating the electro-
magnetic amplitudes.

It turns out that the interference effect in P- pg
is large enough to be observed experimentally in
the reaction e'e —pm just below the g mass. We
must consider the interference of three contribu-
tions, viz. , e' e -y- pm, e'e -y- P- pw, and

case (a) above. Further, one obtains the relations

G„„=-,'[2G„,(q-ov)+ G„,(q-K*'Ko)], (11)

G, = -3[G«,(g- pv) —G,«(q -K+'K')], (12)

and the prediction
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l0—

II... „(s)= a
~

Qs)
~

'X'~'(s, m, ', m, ')/Bs'. (l5)
We have calculated o,+,-„„for both constructive
[case (a)] and destructive [case (b)] interference,
folding in a Gaussian beam-energy resolution func-
tloIl of the fol m

G.OI—

3.GB5 3.090

FIG. 1. The cross section for e+e pm versus total
c.m. energy just bel.ow the g mass. The solid curve cor-
responds to the favored case, Qm//~ d;, & 0 lease (a): see
text following Kq. (10)f . The dashed curve corresponds
to the case &, /' Cd. & 0, included here for purposes of
comparison. We have used the value ~&,~{/ pII}~= O. S
x 10 ~ GeV ~ in the calculations.

e+ e —y- P y pg, including "renormalization"
effects due to the yg coupling. Completely stan-
dard manipulations then lead to the amplitude

M(e'e -pII) =eV(p, }y,u(p )-,'6'"~e„(k}Ã,k,E(s),
whex'e Q~ p Rnd 'U~ p+ Rx'e the electron Rnd posltx'on
spinors and four-momenta, respectively, E=p
+p, , s =E' is the total center-of-mass energy
squared, and e„(k) and fI are, respectively, the
polarization vector and the four-momentum of the
outgoing p meson. E(s) is given by the following
[with G„„(s)given in Eq. (2)]:

F(s}= G„„(s)+D~(s)( g„~Ge„+g„„' „G„( )s/m„'),

(14)

with D„(s)=(s —m~'+im„l"„)-' The cro. ss section
for e'e —pm near the ttj mass is then given by

(W = s'~'), using 6=0.8 MeV, typical of a machine
of SLAC-SPEAR dimensions. We have not included
the effects of radiative corrections, as these only
IIlodlfy the l/J peak ilelgilt and tile Illagllltllde of tile
tail above the P mass. The results are shown in
Fig. 1; the interference effect is seen to be quite
dramatic. With a machine luminosity of 10"
cm ' sec ', one can hope for 4-40 events/hour in
the region of the dip predicted for case (a). The
results of such an experiment (which seems quite
feasible, for example, at the new Orsay colliding-
beam facility DCI} would be of great interest.

In closing, we would like to point out that, quite
apart from the determ1nat1on of Gm„ the s1gn of
the interference term might be of use in constrain-
ing theoretical models of the P. At the moment,
although a plethora of such models are available, e

there are no indications from experiment as to the
nature of the new quark(s) from which the P par-
ticles Rx'e built. The intel fex'ence effect discussed
here allows determination of the sign of the prod-
uct g„„g„~g „G~(p-pII). Now, the sign of g „
can be determined in a variety of ways, for exam-
ple, through a careful analysis of the reaction
e e ~ 3' p using vectox'-meson donllnance. Should
an independent determination of the sign of C~
(or of the relative sign of g „and G,. ) be possi-
ble, one would know the relative sign of g,~ and

g „, which is related in a well-known way to the
sign of the charge of the constituent quarks of |t}.
One might then fix the sign of the charge of the
new quRrk without needing to locate RIld charac-
terize a large number of elusive particles with
new quantum numbers. Qf course, the experimen-
tal determination of the sign of G~ (or of the rel-
ative sign of g „and Gda ) may prove to be just as
difficult, but we feel that the possibility of such
tests of theoretical models of the P is certainly
worthy of attention.

I wish to thank Michael Peskin for his friendly
interest Rnd many helpful comments, and Profes-
sor K. G. Wilson for a useful conversation.
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